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Confessions on Governance 
As the seed of Abraham by reason of God’s grace and mercy upon my life, I have unlocked the growth 

potential and profitability in what I am doing. This has created options. I have chosen the straight and narrow 

path of using the liberty my position has given me for its true goal which is to be innovative, and to multiply 

what I have through cooperation, being a blessing to others. [SCRIPTURE REFERENCE - Galatians 3:13-14, 

Genesis 12:2] 

With my face set upon my new goal of ____________________. I daily appropriate this by using my words 

(God’s promises) to impress images of our future on my heart and then thanking God faithfully because this is 

my new experience. [SCRIPTURE REFERENCE – II Corinthians 3:18] 

I have delegated the units of labour here, to the right people with the right talent and attitude without any 

form of partiality based on past emotional bonds. They in turn under the influence of the intent and images 

of the Holy Spirit have been highly productive, all working together for the common goal. [SCRIPTURE 

REFERENCE - Luke 9:51-53, Luke 10:1, 17] 

We have created systems and structures to deal with the complex issues our growth brought and we have 

done this without dropping the ball even once. We responded to every negative feedback with compassion 

(easily touched with the feelings of their pain), we were highly accurate in predicting the future that wasn’t 

apparent and also in executing our strategies. [SCRIPTURE REFERENCE – Hebrews 4: 15, John 16:13] 

Our new position brought us fierce competition but as the scripture says: I declare to my seed you have 

possessed the gates of your enemies and inherited the wealth of the Gentiles. My seed 

____________________________ though you started as the smallest in the garden you have become the 

most dominant institution in your field in this nation. [SCRIPTURE REFERENCE – Genesis 22:17, Mark 4:13] 

I declare to every single person in this outfit that the life and wisdom of God works in you and you have 

performed with an excellent spirit. 


